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Abstract:

Von Hippel-Lindau syndrome is a genetic disorder, which predisposes the individual
to the formation of highly vascularized tumors that demonstrate age dependent penetrance. The disease is caused by mutations in Von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor
gene present in short arm of chromosome 3. The disease is characterized by development of CNS hemangioblastomas, phaeochromocytoma, renal cyst, clear cell renal
cell carcinoma. The Diagnosis of VHL can be made in a patient with confirmed family history using molecular genetic testing of the VHL gene and presence of tumor.
Average life expectancy in patients with VHL has been about 50 years. The protein
products encoded by VHL gene recognize and destroy α-subunit of Hypoxia inducible factor. Cells lacking functional VHL protein accumulates HIF-α which up regulate hypoxia responsive genes. These genes products include proteins that control
glucose uptake and metabolism, extracellular pH, growth factors, which regulate
vascular development, angiogenesis, and lymphangiogenesis by binding to its receptor. Hence, VHL is a tumor suppressor gene based on both genetic and functional
criteria, and VHL inactivation appears to be a very early step in renal carcinogenesis.
VHL disease is classified into type 1 and type 2 depending on the phenotype but it is
only helpful for research studies.
The treatment of patient with VHL depends upon the specific complications of
the disease present. Screening is recommended from childhood once diagnosis has
been established. CNS hemangioblastomas are the most common manifestation, detailed neurologic history, CNS examination and baseline brainstem and spine MRIs
should be done for any symptomatic conditions. Opthalmoscopic screening from
early childhood and yearly follow-ups to prevent visual impairment. Audio logic
tests and MRI auditory canal should be done when symptomatic for endolymphatic
sac tumors. Blood pressure evaluations and yearly urinary catecholamines level for
pheochromocytoma. Abdominal ultrasound screening should be started at 8 years of
age; any abnormality should be evaluated by CT or MRI.

Introduction
Von Hippel-Lindau syndrome is a genetic disorder,
which predisposes the individual to the formation of highly vascularized tumors that demonstrate age dependent penetrance.
The disease is caused by mutations in von Hippel-Lindau tumor
suppressor gene present in short arm of chromosome 3[1,2]. The
disease is characterized by development of CNS hemangioblastomas, phaeochromocytoma, renal cyst, clear cell renal cell carcinoma [ccRCC], pancreatic cysts, neuroendocrine tumors, and
cystadenomas of the epididymis, broad ligament, and endolymphatic sac tumors [ELST][3-5]. A specific form of VHL missense
mutation can cause an autosomal recessive form of polycythe-
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mia called Chuvash polycythemia without any other evidence of
VHL disease[6,7]. VHL patients are highly susceptible to tumor
development because they already carry one mutated VHL allele in their every cell. The inactivation of the second allele in a
single cell leads to formation of neoplastic growth[8,9].
The Diagnosis of VHL can be made in a patient with
confirmed family history if there is a single VHL tumor (e.g. retinal or CNS hemangioblastoma, clear cell RCC, phaeochromocytoma, pancreatic endocrine tumor or endolymphatic sac tumor).
All of the tumors typically found in VHL disease can occur as a
sporadic (non-familial) event and so a clinical diagnosis of VHL
disease in a patient without a positive family history requires
the presence of two tumors (e.g., two haemangioblastomas or a
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hemangioblastoma and a visceral tumor). Approximately 20%
of VHL disease patients result from a de-novo mutation and do
not have a family history[10]. In these cases, de novo mutations
may demonstrate mosaicism and therefore be difficult to detect.
For this reason, Clinical diagnosis may be the sole indication for
initiation of a screening protocol.
Average life expectancy in patients with VHL has been
about 50 years[8]. Retinal and CNS hemangioblastoma are the
most common manifestation, occurring in 60 – 80% of affected individuals, and ccRCC is the most common cause of early
mortality[8-11]. Pancreatic lesions may be cysts or neuroendocrine
tumors, which together occur in 17 – 56% of patients.
Genetics and Molecular Aspect
The human VHL gene is a 10-kb region located on the
short arm of chromosome 3 (3p25.3)[12]. It was isolated in 1993
using a positional cloning strategy[1]. The VHL gene consists of
three exons[1,13] and encodes two different protein isoforms: a 30kDa full-length 213 amino acid protein (pVHL30) and a smaller
19-kDa protein (pVHL19) that lacks the first 53 amino acids.
The two isoforms exist because this gene has two alternative
codons for translation initiation[14,15]. Both isoforms are capable
of suppressing renal cell carcinoma growth in vivo. The two
protein products encoded by VHL gene are 30-kDa full-length
protein (p30, 213 amino acids) and a 19-kDa protein (p19, 160
amino acids)[14,15]. Both the p30 and p19 isoforms were shown to
suppress tumor formation in mice, and both can regulate hypoxia inducible factor α (HIF-α). VHL protein is found in multiple
cellular compartments. It shuttles back and forth between the
nucleus and cytoplasm and can be found in association with the
endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria[16,17].
Function of VHL gene
The function of pVHL related to VHL disease is to
recognize and destroy α-subunit of HIF-1 and HIF-2[18]. VHL
protein is a part of E3 ubiquitin ligase enzymes that degrade α
subunits of Hypoxia inducible factor (HIF)[19]. It forms complexes with elongin B, elongin C, Cul2, and Rbx1 and target
specific proteins for destruction[20,21]. These complexes attach
polyubiquitin tails to specific proteins, which serve as signals
for such proteins to be degraded by the proteasome. Several
pVHL-targeted proteins have been identified, including HIF-1
and HIF-2.HIF is a family of transcription factors that regulate
cellular response to hypoxia[22]. HIF is continuously synthesized
and rapidly destroyed by VHL protein in the presence of oxygen
because of activation of certain enzymes, which increase its affinity to VHL protein[23]. Normally, HIF is a highly unstable and
is readily degraded except under low-oxygen conditions[24,25].
Cells lacking functional VHL protein due to germline or
somatic mutations in VHL gene accumulate HIF-α which combines with HIF-β and up regulate hypoxia responsive genes[23].
These genes products include proteins that control glucose uptake and metabolism (such as the Glut1 glucose transporter), extracellular pH (such as carbonic anhydrase), growth factors (like
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factors (VEGF), Platelet-derive
Growth Factor-β (PDGF- β) and Transforming Growth Factor
α (TGF-α)2. VEGF, a type PDGF, regulate vascular development, angiogenesis, and lymphangiogenesis by binding to its
receptor[26-28]. Conversely, inhibition of HIF in VHL-/- renal cell
carcinoma is sufficient to suppress their ability to form tumors
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in vivo[29,30]. Similarly, Restoring VHL function in VHL-/- renal
cell carcinoma cells is sufficient to suppress their ability to form
tumors in animals[31,32]. Hence, VHL is a tumor suppressor gene
based on both genetic and functional criteria, and VHL inactivation appears to be a very early step in renal carcinogenesis.
Classification of VHL syndrome
Patients with VHL disease are VHL (+/-) heterozygotes. They acquired one normal and one mutated allele of
VHL gene from their parents. The development of pathological
features, such as premalignant renal cysts and CNS lesions, depends upon the remaining functioning VHL allele in a susceptible cell[33,34]. It is presumed that additional mutations involving
genes other than VHL are required for the conversion of such
premalignant cysts to malignant tumors. VHL gene mutations
have been reported in > 900 VHL disease families[35,36]. VHL
disease is classified into type 1 and type 2 depending on the
phenotype. Type 2 is further classified as Type 2A, Type 2B,
and Type 2C. Type 1 VHL disease is characterized by families’
with the development of retinal and CNS haemangioblastomas
and ccRCC but a low risk of phaeochromocytoma[35,37-39]. These
patients most often have deletional mutations. A subgroup of patients with deletion of all or part of VHL and the HSPC300 gene
also develop retinal and CNS haemangioblastomas but are often
protected from the development of ccRCC[40,42]. Families’ with
phaeochromocytoma are designated as Type 2 VHL disease and
usually have a germline missense mutation. Type 2A is at risk of
hemangioblastomas and pheochromocytomas, but not clear-cell
renal cell carcinomas. Type 2B is at risk of all three tumors, with
a higher risk of clear-cell renal carcinoma. Families with Type
2C is at risk for only pheochromocytoma[[35,39,43]. A third type of
disease presentation can be Chuvash polycythemia, which is due
to homozygous germline mutation in the VHL gene[6,37]. It is an
autosomal recessive disorder, characterized by elevated hemoglobin, elevated serum erythropoietin (Epo), and elevated serum
concentration of vascular endothelial growth factor, low blood
pressure, varicose veins, and early death secondary to cerebral
vascular events or peripheral thrombosis[44].
This classification is only helpful for research studies
correlating the effects of a specific mutation with pVHL function
and phenotype but is less useful for clinical management as a
family may move from one subtype to another. An example of
this will be if an individual may present with a retinal angioma
or CNS haemangioblastomas and a RCC (Type 1 phenotype) but
with the diagnosis of a phaeochromocytoma in a relative, it then
becomes Type 2B kindred.
Clinical Features
Epidemiology: The incidence of Von Hippel-Lindau syndrome
is 1 in 36,000 live births. The penetrance of the disease increases
with age and is over 90% by the age of 65[45]. Age of diagnosis
varies from infancy to 60-70 years. The average age of clinical
diagnosis in patients is 26 years[46]. Approximately 20% of VHL
disease patients result from a de-novo mutation and do not have
a family history[47]. Historically, life expectancy in patients with
VHL has been about 50 years[8]. It seems reasonable that this
would increase using standardized comprehensive screening
protocols.
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Diagnosis: The diagnosis of VHL is confirmed by using molecular genetic testing of the VHL gene[48]. Patients with family history of VHL present with 100% VHL mutation detection rate[49].
However, patients with sporadic forms (no family history) of
VHL may present with disease mosaicism where not all tissues
may carry the disease mutation[50]. These patients would yield
negative test results for VHL mutation if their peripheral leucocytes do not carry the VHL mutation[51].
Additional clinical investigations are undertaken to
confirm the diagnosis and determine the extent of clinical manifestations. CNS tumors (hemangioblastomas) can be detected by
fundoscopy (retinal angiomas), CT and MRI (cerebellar, brain
stem subtentorial and spinal hemangioblastomas). ELST’s may
be seen on thin slice MRI on contrast as mass on the posterior
wall of the petrous bone. Visceral lesions are better appreciated
with techniques such as CT, MRI (kidney, pancreatic and adrenal gland lesions), ultrasound (cysts of epididymis and broad ligament), and blood and urine catecholamine metabolites (pheochromocytoma).
Management: The best course of treatment of patient with VHL
is dictated by the specific complications of the disease present.
However, since it is a complex multisystem disorder it requires
multidisciplinary management and serial screening[8,52]. Screening is recommended from childhood once diagnosis has been
established since lesions may present in childhood. Yet there is
no established screening protocol for VHL, most of them have
been developed by experts in their respective fields hence they
remain controversial[48].
Once diagnosis has been established, the individual
must undergo a series of tests to evaluate the extent of the disease. Opthalmoscopic screening should be started from early
childhood and yearly follow-ups should be done as it offers a
greater chance to prevent visual impairment[52]. Detailed neurologic history, CNS examination and baseline brainstem and
spine MRIs should be done to check for CNS and peripheral
nerve hemangioblastomas[53]. Audiologic tests and MRI auditory
canal should be done when symptoms such as tinnitus, vertigo,
hearing loss present, as they may be in association with endolymphatic sac tumors[48]. Blood pressure evaluations and yearly
urinary catecholamines level should be conducted for pheochromocytoma. Abdominal ultrasound screening should be started at
8 years of age[3,8,52], and any suspicious finding or lesions in the
kidneys, pancreas, or adrenals should be evaluated by sophisticated techniques such as CT and MRI[53].
CNS hemangioblastomas are the most common manifestation of the disease occurring in 60 - 80% of the cases[8,52].
They are usually benign tumors with unpredictable growth
rates[54,55], often these may remain stable for number of years
before enlarging, and hence observation is recommended for asymptomatic tumors[48]. However, enlargement or bleeding within the CNS may cause neurologic damage and even death[36,56].
CNS tumors produce symptoms depending on their location
such as Headache, gait difficulties, dysmetria, hydrocephalus,
nausea and vomiting in association with cerebellar hemangioblastomas[57].
Hypesthesia, hyperreflexia, dysesthesia, weakness, proprioceptive deficit, and bowel and bladder complaints are most
commonly associated with spinal cord hemangioblastomas[58,59].
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Swallowing difficulties, headache, sensory changes,
hiccupping and impaired gait is seen in brainstem hemangioblastomas[60,61].
For symptomatic tumor, surgical resection is recommended which is often curative. Preoperative arterial embolization is performed for extensive spinal cord tumors[53]. Gamma
knife surgery is helpful for small tumors or those in inoperable
areas[62,63]. Although it may reduce tumor size, overall operative
mortality is roughly 10% with higher figures for brain stem tumors[1].
Retinal angiomas are histopathologically similar to
CNS hemangioblastomas[64]. They are also one of the most common and earliest manifestations of the disease[65,66]. The tumor is
often slow growing and stable however it can enlarge and cause
visual deficits through either exudative or traction effects over
the retina[67]. Management of these lesions concerns mainly with
identification of asymptomatic lesions, these lesions can then be
treated using laser photocoagulation and cryotherapy. They can
be monitored using modalities such as applied color Doppler sonography[68].
Individuals with VHL are at increased risk for development of clear cell carcinoma of kidney, which is the most
common histological type of renal cancer, and the most common
cause of early mortality. Multiple renal cysts, which rarely compromise renal function, may be present but the lining epithelium
may become dysplastic and give rise to RCC. Most RCC are
detected during regular screening at a presymptomatic stage and
immediate intervention is not necessary. Such tumors have slow
growth rates and are monitored regularly[69]. Once it reaches 3cm
diameter, partial nephrectomy (or alternatively radiofrequency
ablation) should be performed[70,71]. During this surgery, additional accessible smaller lesions are also removed to delay need
for reoperation. Follow up of these patients reveals high rate of
local recurrence of primary tumors but low rate of metastasis[72].
Concurrently 25% of patients with advanced RCC (> 3 cm) develop metastatic disease[73]. Renal function may be compromised
by repeated renal surgery prompting the need for renal replacement therapy. Renal transplant has been successfully performed
and immunosuppression has not adversely affected the course of
VHL[74]. Nephrectomy should leave the adrenal gland in situ, as
is done in individuals with RCC who do not have a confirmed diagnosis of VHL. If contralateral pheochromocytoma occurs, the
remaining adrenal gland will prevent or delay steroid replacement therapy[75]. Therapeutic approach currently being tested for
RCC includes agents that target HIF responsive gene products,
drugs such as bevacizumab[74], PTK787[75], SU11248[76], and
BAY 43–9006[77].
The risk of pheochromocytoma varies according to the
clinical subtype of VHL and the underlying mutation. It occurs
in 7 - 18% of VHL patients[30,31,32]. It usually develops in young
patients, with declining risk after 30 years[65]. They may be either
adrenal or extra adrenal. They are usually benign with a very low
rate of malignancy < 5%[70]. Often classical symptoms of pheochromocytoma (tachycardia, diaphoresis, postural hypotension,
tachypnea, cold and clammy skin, severe headache, angina, palpitations, nausea, vomiting, or epigastric pain) are absent, which
makes it difficult to diagnose[78]. A CT scan and an additional
biochemical and radiological test are needed for diagnosis. Plasma epinephrine or norepinephrine may be detected in the blood;
however, vanillylmandelic acid must be detected in the urine[79].
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Untreated pheochromocytomas can result in hypertension and
subsequent acute heart disease, brain edema, and stroke. Studies have shown surgical resection to be the best way to treat
pheochromocytomas in patients with VHL syndrome, with no
recurrences[80,81]. Studies have also shown that preoperative
management should include administration of alpha-adrenergic
blockers, calcium channel blockers, or a combination of alphaand beta-adrenergic blocker. Administration of an alpha-adrenergic blocker for 2 to 3 weeks preoperatively normalizes blood
pressure and decreases the risk of operative complications. For
surgery either laparoscopic or conventional approach may be
taken, however in the last decade laparoscopic adrenalectomy
has become the gold standard.
Pancreatic lesions of VHL are mostly cysts (70%)
which rarely cause any symptoms or develop into malignant tumors[59]. Less than 5% of Pancreatic Endocrine Tumors (PETs)
may cause symptoms because of either expansion or local invasion, which is the indication for surgical intervention. Because
most PETs reported in patients with VHL remain asymptomatic,
show indolent growth, no liver metastases and are < 3 cm, it is
recommended that only PETs ≥ 3 cm should be routinely resected. A recent study of 108 patients with VHL and PETs reported
all patients with metastatic disease had at least two of three important factors associated with malignancy: a primary tumor >
3 cm, mutation in exon 3 of the VHL gene or a primary tumor
doubling time > 500 days. This study recommended that VHL
patients without two of these three PET prognostic factors could
be followed. One study recommended that VHL patients with
PETs < 1cm be followed at 12-month intervals with serial CT
scans and patients with PETs 1 – 3 cm should be monitored and
resection is recommended if growth to > 2 cm. Metastatic disease is more common for tumors larger than 3 cm and reportedly
ranges from 11% to 17%.
Endolymphatic sac tumors may present 10 - 15% of the
patients with VHL; they are bilateral in 30% of the cases[82-84].
ELSTs commonly present with vestibulocochlear symptoms,
including sensorineural hearing loss (95% of patients), tinnitus
(90%), episodic vertigo or disequilibrium (66%), and aural fullness (30%). Facial nerve involvement (facial paresis) may be
seen in larger tumors that invade the petrous bone (8%). The
hearing loss associated with this may be in stepwise or a more
insidious manner[58,85]. Surgical resection of radiographically
visible tumors is recommended in patients with hearing as early
intervention has shown to preserve both hearing and vestibular
function[58]. In patients without hearing, surgery is recommended
when compression symptoms are present. In surgical resection
of larger tumors where intra-operative blood loss is a concern,
pre-operative embolization helps to reduce tumor vascularity[86].
Most common surgical approach to small and medium sized tumors is retro labyrinthine posterior petrosectomy, which offers
excellent exposure to the sac while allowing for the preservation of hearing[58]. Since surgical resection is often curative for
ELSTs, radiation therapy is not commonly used; however, it
does play an important role in the management of unresectable
tumors (those involving the jugular bulb, intrapetrous, internal
carotid artery, or facial nerve) or in patients who are not candidates for surgical resection.
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Conclusion
Von Hippel-Lindau syndrome is a genetic disorder due
to mutation in tumor suppressor gene present in chromosome 3.
The treatment of which depend on specific complication. Routine screening is the best way to prevent and manage compilations. Genetic counseling should be advised to the affected families.
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